Micromagnetic study of material thickness dependence of Barium-ferrite nano-dot magnetization dynamics has been performed. The used materials characteristics in this research represent the properties of Bariumferrite. Barium-ferrite was modeled as a nano-dot with a surface area of 50 × 50 nm2 and its thickness varies from 5 nm to 100 nm. This nano-dot was simulated using micromagnetic simulator software by solving Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation. According to this study, obtained that the Barium-ferrite nano-dot has excellent thermal stability. Magnetization rate of this nano-dot decreases exponentially with the increase of thickness. The fastest magnetization rate observed in 5 nm of nano-dot thickness, meanwhile 45 nm for the slowest rate. Magnetization reversal mode of this Barium-ferrite nano-dot is dominated by domain wall nucleation and propagation. During the propagation of the domain wall, the exchange interaction becomes the main aspect compared to the other contributed energies.
INTRODUCTION
Availability of high densities Harddisk drive is emerging to answer the demand (J.-H. Kim et al, 2015) . In attaining the required densities, the storage unit should be downsized in nanometer (C. Kim et al, 2007) (Sadnawanto & Purnama, 2014) "abstract":"Modifikasi skema mekanisme Matsuyama, 2009) (Liu et al, 2016) and its information would be lost because of low magnetic energy (Ma & Liu, 2008) . In overcoming this issues, the uses of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) material as a storage unit media is required (Waseda et al, 2008 )"page":"2483-2486","volume":"44","issue":"11","source":"IE EE Xplore","abstract":"Cooling velocity of patterned Tb-Fe film with a lateral size of 50 times 50 mum2 was experimentally investigated for the application to heat-assisted writing operation in high-density magnetic random access memories. The patterned Tb-Fe film was heated-up by using pulsed YAG laser irradiations with the duration of 1 ns which is realizing a semi-adiabatic heating process. The ratio of magnetization reversal in the patterned Tb-Fe film was estimated by measuring an anomalous Hall voltage. The main results are as follows: (1 (Alebrand et al, 2012 ) (Azizah, Trihandaru, & Wibowo, 2016) . The PMA material has tiny domain-wall which ensures more efficient motion during magnetic field induction (Jung, Kim, Lee, Lee, & Lee, 2008) (Woo et al, 2016) . Limitation of scale ratio aspect in meeting the required stability can be solved by utilization of PMA material (Budi Purnama et al, 2009 ). On the other hand, the magnitude of the driven field required to reverse the magnetization of the PMA material is too large so that the extended research on the magnetization dynamics at room temperature should be conducted (Hui, Cheng, Yan, Chen, & Miao, 2015) . The magnetization dynamic is related to the external field either energy which consumed in the magnetization reversal.
The one aspect of this dynamic that important to be investigated is domain wall propagation (Cho, Jung, Cho, & You, 2015) . In the last decades, various researchers have focused on the domain wall movement in the PMA thin-film (Metaxas et al, 2007) (Mihai et al, 2013) which was motivated to understand the fundamental physics role of spintronic based devices (Shepley, Rushforth, Wang, Burnell, & Moore, 2015) .
The geometry of ferromagnetic materials significantly affects the performance of various magnetic-based devices (B. Purnama, Prihanto, Artono, & -, 2013) . One important aspect of this geometry is the thickness (Hui et al, 2015) . In this paper, media thickness as one factor that controls the magnetization dynamics will be investigated numerically through micromagnetic study. As known from the previous research, media thickness plays an important role in the magnetization reversal which correlated to the read-write data (Hou & Krishnan, 2012) (Zhang, Li, Wang, Nie, & Guo, 2015) . The magnetic material which investigated is Barium-ferrite. The uses of this material have various benefits. Beside of its large magnetic anisotropy, it also has the chemical stability that assures the durability (Lisfi & Lodder, 2002) . The strong magnetic anisotropy is a fundamental feature required as a magnetic storage media with sufficient thermal stability (Shimizu et al, 2012) . The purpose of this study is to examine the effect of Barium-ferrite thickness on the magnetization reversal characteristic of switching field, magnetization rate, and the dynamics of domain wall propagation.
METHOD
To solve the magnetization dynamics of Barium-ferrite nano-dot, Equation (1) is used. (Budi Purnama et al, 2009) eff sat
This equation called as Landau-LifshitzGilbert (LLG) equation which the first and second terms respectively are described the gyromagnetic motion of magnetization and the damping factor. This damping cause the magnetization tends to parallel to the effective induced magnetic field. By using LLG equation, magnetization dynamics during exposed to the external magnetic field can be explained. In this equation, M is the magnetization of the unit-cell, dt is the step integration as large as 0.25 ps, γ is the gyromagnetic ratio as large as 1.76×10
7 Oe -1 s -1 (Lisfi, 2002) , α is the Gilbert damping factor, and M sat is the saturation of magnetization of nano-dot. H eff is the effective induced magnetic field which acts as the resultant of a various factor that sourced from the external magnetic field and internal properties of materials which consist of anisotropy field (H k ), demagnetization field (H d ), and exchange field (H ex ) as given in Eq.(2) (Schrefl, Fidler, Suess, Scholz, & Tsiantos, 2006) (Herianto, Rondonuwu, & Wibowo, 2015) :
The effective induced magnetic field which acts as a controller for the magnetic mo-ment is attained from the differential of energy density, ε, of unit cells with respect to magnetic moment as shown in Eq.(3).
In this micromagnetic study, Bariumferrite was modeled as a parallel-piped which called as nano-dot with the lateral dimension is 50 × 50 nm 2 with its thickness varies in the range of 5 nm up to 100 nm. The nano-dot is composed of 15×15 of unit cells which shown in Fig.1 . The unit cell only contains single magnetic moment. Interaction of adjacent unit cells was accommodated in the exchange interaction field. Meanwhile, the nano-dot is assumed as an isolated system. The chosen intrinsic magnetic properties were magnetic saturation and damping constant as large as 4800 Gauss and 0.9 respectively (Boardman, 2005) "abstract":"Scientific and economic interest has recently turned to smaller and smaller magnetic structures which can be used in hard disk drives, magnetoresistive random access memory (MRAM, erg/cm and 3.0×10 6 erg/cm 3 of exchange interaction and anisotropy constant respectively (Mansuripur & Connell, 1984) .
In this study, Reduced Barrier Writing (RBW) simulation scheme was used. This scheme worked at room temperature which there was no contribution of thermal field. The magnetic field was exposed to the nano-dot with its magnitude increased linearly from 0 to 2 Tesla for 2.5 ns as shown in Fig.2 . Through this scheme, principal information for magnetization reversal dynamics of Barium-ferrite at room temperature can be observed. Either thermal stability of Barium-ferrite or minimum energy that required to reverse the nano-dot magnetization can be determined. Furthermore, the magnitude of this barrier energy represents thermal stability level of the materials. Low barrier energy leads to the unsustainable recorded data in the magnetic storage media. 60 k B T is the minimum barrier energy level should be accomplished in order to store the information more than 10 years (Augustine et al, 2011) .
The first step of this micromagnetic study is to evaluate the magnitude of the barrier energy. After the prerequisite of thermal stability is attained, the second step is to calculate the minimum magnetic field induction required to exactly switch the magnetic polarization which called as switching field, H swt . The magnitude of H swt was obtained by finding the magnitude of the field at which the normalized magnetization equal to zero. The third step is to calculate the magnetization rate. This rate is obtained from the gradient of the normalized magnetization curve. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
During exposed to the external magnetic field, the nano-dot has energy which composed from various source. This energy was defined as a scalar summation of the Zeeman energy (E z ), exchange energy (E ex ), the magnetic crystalline-anisotropy energy (E K ), and demagnetization energy (E D ) as shown in Eq.(4).
The Zeeman energy is the energy of the nano-dot which appears as an interaction of magnetic moment with the external magnetic field. The exchange energy acts as a shortrange interaction between the two neighboring spins. The magnetic crystalline-anisotropy energy of nano-dot is caused by the interaction of spins with the electron orbits which are related to the nano-dot crystallographic structure. Meanwhile, the demagnetization energy is the type of energy which connected to the interaction between magnetic dipole caused the formation of the magnetic domain. (Krone, 2011) Energy profile of nano-dot for various thicknesses while exposing by external magnetic field is given by Fig.3(a) . These energies are consisting of the two important values, i.e. maximum and minimum. The peak of this barrier energy is achieved at which the magnetization of nano-dot is exactly switched. Meanwhile, minimum energies are the state at which the nano-dot stay in equilibrium. The difference of both values is named as barrier energy, ΔE. This barrier separates the two existing equilibrium state of nano-dot. The first equilibrium state is the condition of nano-dot at initial magnetization (before induced by external field). Meanwhile, the second equilibrium state is the condition at which the nano-dot has been magnetized in the induced field direction. Knowledge of about barrier energy is important. It gives the information of the required energy to reverse the magnetization of particular nanodot. Thickness dependence of energy barrier is shown in Fig.3(b) . This barrier highly depends on the thickness of the nano-dot. The energy barrier of the Barium-ferrite nano-dot for various thicknesses are larger than 60 k B T which means this material is compatible to be used as perpendicular magnetic storage media with excellent thermal stability. This barrier is rising linearly with respect to the increasing of the media thicknesses. The lowest value is obtained for 5 nm of the thickness with an appropriate barrier as large as 717 k B T. Meanwhile, the largest barrier is observed for 100 nm of the thickness with 16.700 k B T of the barrier value. The magnetization of the Barium-ferrite nano-dot while exposed with 2 Tesla of external magnetic field is shown in Fig.4(a) . Before induced by external magnetic field, initial magnetization of nano-dot lie in (x-) axis direction. Then, the nano-dot is induced by an external field which is directed in (x+) direction with its magnitude increase linearly from 0 up to 2 Tesla in 2.5 ns. Magnetization dynamics of nanodot while exposed can be analyzed from the value of normalized magnetization, M/M sat . M is the real-time magnetization of nano-dot, while M sat is the saturation of the nano-dot magnetization. This norm-magnetization is equal to 1 at initial magnetization state which indicating both, either magnitude and direction of realtime magnetization are similar to the saturation magnetization of nano-dot. Along with the increasing of induction of magnetic field, this value is decreased. At the zero value of M/ M sat , entire magnetic moments of the nano-dot are perpendicular to its magnetic saturation (no one of the magnetic moments direction is parallels). At this point, the magnetization of nano-dot is exactly to switch. The associated time and induced field at this state are called as switching-time, t swt and switching field, H swt respectively. While increasing the induced field, the normalized magnetization will reach -1. At this value, nano-dot has been perfectly magnetized in line to the induced field; the magnitude of the magnetization is equal to its saturation however the direction is opposite. As observed in Fig.4(a) , the switching time is also sensitive to the nano-dot thickness. From the chosen thickness samples, nano-dot with 5 nm of the thickness has the fastest switching time as fast as 1,7825 ns, while the slowest one possessed by nano-dot with 40 nm of thickness as long as 2,0725 ns.
The impression of the nano-dot thickness to the magnitude of switching field is presented in Fig.4(b) . For thickness interval 5 nm up to 40 nm, the magnitude of H swt is magnified from 1.43 T to 1.66 T along with the increasing of nano-dot thickness. Meanwhile, this field is degraded from 1.66 T to 1.54 T along with the enlarging of the thickness in the range of 40 nm up to 100 nm. The impact of the nano-dot thickness to the rate of nano-dot magnetization is shown in Fig.5(a) . This rate tends to decrease exponentially along with the thickening of the nano-dot. Magnetization rate is highly sensitive to the thickness in the range of 5 nm up to 50 nm. It means that more required time for thick nano-dot to be magnetized since its domain wall starts to nucleate. Meanwhile, magnetization rate tends to be constant over 45 nm of the thickness. This magnetization rate information is important for magnetic storage application which correlated to the efficiency of data recording. With fast magnetization rate, the utilization of this magnetic recording more efficient in time either energy consumption.
Visualization of magnetization mode for 5 nm, 40 nm, and 100 nm of thicknesses is shown in Fig.5(b) . Initial magnetization state which has uniform magnetic moments direction of nano-dot is represented as a black area. At this state, magnetic moments of a nano-dot lie in (x+) direction. Meanwhile, white area represents the magnetization in the opposite direction (in line with the external magnetic field). There is a transition area between the black and white regions which colored as gray. This region is called as domain wall. This domain wall separates two opposite domains that exist in a nano-dot. During the increasing of magnetic field induction, the domain wall is nucleated at the center of nano-dot. This means, the effective field at the center is highest than other area and the exchange interaction between neighboring unit cells dominate the inte-raction (Azizah et al, 2016) . After this nucleation, domain wall propagates extensively so that the white area dominates the nano-dot. It is the final state at which a single domain realized. Figure 5. (a) . The thickness dependence of the magnetization rate of the Barium-ferrite nanodot for various thicknesses at room temperature, (b). The visualization of magnetization reversal of Barium-ferrite nano-dot for three different thicknesses 5 nm, 40 nm, and 100 nm during induced by external magnetic field.
CONCLUSION
Thickness dependence of the magnetization dynamics for Barium-ferrite nano-dot has been investigated using Landau-LifshitzGilbert equation. As a result, the Barium-ferrite nano-dot has the excellent thermal stability which represented by its high barrier energy (> 60 k B T) for entire the chosen thicknesses. Temporarily, the magnitude of the switching field reaches its maximum value at 40 nm of thickness then decrease along as the thickening of nano-dot. This switching field reduction is followed by the increasing of thermal stability level. Moreover, the fastest and slowest magnetization rates are observed for 5 nm and 45 nm of the thicknesses respectively. The magnetization reversal mode is dominated by domain wall nucleation and propagation which exchange interaction takes more noteworthy control than another contributed energies.
